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...collections represent a valuable resource only if they are
properly documented, conserved, and organized in such a manner
that their research value is maintained...To maintain their
research value, both collections and their associated documentation must be accessible, and they must be protected from
deterioration...Without a doubt, there is a crisis in curation
-Marquardt, Montet-White, and Scholtz
Resolving the Crisis in Archaeological Collections Curation
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PREFACE

The purpose of this document is to describe the procedures used by the Salem
Archeological Collections Management Project (hereafter abbreviated SAC MP) to
reclassify, catalog, and store the archeological collections from three sites at the Salem
National Historic Site (hereafter abbreviated SAMA): Narbonne house, Central Wharf,
and Derby house (Figures 1 and 2). Although the Front Street archeological collection
(Marie 1981) also exists at SAMA, this material was not processed because of the lack
of time. The artifacts from this collection are stored in their original boxes and are
located on open shelves in the northwest room of the Hawkes house.
This document provides SAMA personnel with critical information for efficient and
effective management of the collections. Equally important, it provides archeological
researchers with quantitative data for each site. Problems and biases inherent in each
collection data base are identified and discussed in detail.
The SACMP is the first in a series of collections management projects begun by the
Division of Cultural Resources, North Atlantic Regional Office of the National Park
Service. These projects were initiated by Frank McManamon, Division Chief, and are
directed by Alan Synenki, Supervisory Archeologist, both of the North Atlantic Regional
Office. The SACMP was conducted from February to July 1982.
All SACMP personnel contributed to the writing of this manuscript. Gagnon and
Zaleski-Daley wrote various parts of the manuscript that pertain to the Central Wharf
and Derby house sites. They also are responsible for the ceramic vessel category
definitions on the item-based catalog. Gagnon also produced the shell category
definitions for the provenience-based artifact catalog. Alexandrowicz is responsible for
the glass vessel category definitions listed on the item-based artifact catalog. Charles
wrote the Artifact Category Definitions section in Chapter m and contributed to
Chapter V. Synenki wrote the remaining chapters and sections, and served as general
editor of the manuscript.

<
I
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Figure 2.

U.S.G.S. Map, Salem Topographical Quadrangle.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Project Goal
The objective of the SACMP is to make the artifacts and associated documentary
materials accessible to SAMA personnel for management and educational purposes and
to the archeological community for research.
For SAMA personnel, accessibility not only means the ability to find a particular
artifact in the collection, it also means that they can inventory the types and number of
particular types present in a collection. Marquardt et al. (1982:412) has stressed the
importance of the latter, emphasizing the need for the development of an efficient
storage/retrieval system to accomplish this goal.
For researchers, accessibility also not only means the ability to locate artifacts and
associated documentary materials (e.g., fieldnotes, maps) from a collection in a
repository, but it also means that artifact data is quantified and in a usable form. In
addition, it also means that definitions of each artifact class and/or category, as well as
a detailed discussion of the classification and coding systems, is explicit.
To accomplish the above stated objective, the archeological collections are computerized using a 9845C Hewlett-Packard mini-computer.
Computerization of these
collections facilitates rapid and easy access to the data.
Research Significance
Although the quality of spatial and stratigraphic data for these collections varies, each
has the potential for exploring different theoretical, methodological, or substantive
issues. The archeological significance of each of the collections will now be discussed.
As a data base for archeological research, the Narbonne house collection is significant
in two respects. First, because the site was occupied for a considerable period of time
(ca. 1670-1960), there is an unusually long and uninterrupted record of material change.
The data base, as a result, is very large (approximately 150,000 artifacts) and exhibits a
great deal of variability both within and between artifact classes. Second, because few
urban sites have been excavated and are available for analysis in the New England area,
the Narbonne's data base is significant because it adds one additional site to our sample
of urban sites.
The Central Wharf collection consists of approximately 300 late 19th and early 20th
century glass vessels. Although precise stratigraphic information for these vessels is
unavailable (Wilson and Moran 1980), many can be used to date wharf construction
episodes at the site. In addition, the vessels may be used to document such things as
trade relations between Salem and major production centers.
Although small in number, the Derby house collection contains some unusual ceramic
pieces (e.g., red transfer-printed delft) that may be of interest to curators organizing a
display or to ceramic historians who are studying variability within specific ceramic
wares.
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CHAPTER H
METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this chapter is to make explicit the systematic techniques and
procedures used by the SAC MP to process and organize the archeological collections at
SAMA. In this chapter, the artifact cataloging and processing procedures used to
classify, record, and physically store the artifacts, the provenience systems used by the
excavators, as well as how the Central Wharf artifacts were separated and associated
with the two excavators of the site will be presented.
Artifact Cataloging and Processing
Although each of the collections was processed separately, the procedures used were
the same. First, all artifacts were removed from their original containers and grouped
according to similar provenience units.
At the Narbonne house, the Canadian system of dividing the site into operations,
suboperations, lots or levels, and features was used (Moran et al. 1982:9). An operation
is an area of land whose spatial boundaries are defined according to cultural, natural, or
arbitrary criteria by the excavator. Operations are divided into suboperations. Their
size and shape vary according to the needs and/or control deemed necessary by the
excavator. At the Narbonne house, suboperations of various shapes and sizes were used
(e.g., grid squares, test pits, and test trenches). A feature is any cultural deposit that
can be identified as being distinct (i.e., on the basis of soil color, texture, or density of
artifacts) from the rest of the refuse. At the Narbonne house for example, privies,
refuse pits, the dairy, the well, an aboriginal shell midden, an ash deposit, and several
other deposits were given feature numbers. While the majority of postholes also were
recorded as features, a series of postholes in operation 2 were given the letter
designation "P" followed by a number. Stratigraphic levels at the Narbonne house were
excavated according to cultural, natural, and arbitrary levels.
At Central Wharf, different provenience systems were used by the two excavators. To
discern which provenience system was used by which excavator, site reports and maps
were examined and phone interviews with the excavators were conducted. As a result
of this, it was determined that Moran (1974, 1975; Wilson and Moran 1980) numbered
each excavation unit operation 1 through 6. Each operation refers to a specific spatial
area. With the exception of operation 6, stratigraphic level information does not exist.
Horvath (1976; Wilson and Moran 1980), whose work was limited to the reconstruction of
the wharf, numbered each of his excavated areas 1 through 12. This system, however,
was not used by the original catalogers to catalog the artifacts. Instead, each artifact
was assigned a CW-number. These numbers appear to refer to specific stratigraphic
levels.
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A third provenience system was used at Central Wharf. Artifact bags and associated
record inventory sheets were labelled with a Wharf-number (numbers 1 through 12
appear). Unfortunately, this material could not be associated with either of the above
two excavators. In fact, a detailed comparison of the descriptions and measurements on
the artifact record inventory sheets with site maps (e.g., Wilson and Moran 1980:Figure
2) indicates that these artifacts were not recovered from Forrester's Wharf but from
the area immediately north of this wharf (e.g., Derby-Ward Wharf, Ingersoll "Cobb"
Wharf).
At Derby house, specific spatial and stratigraphic provenience information is not
available due to the lack of archeological supervision. This is because the artifacts in
this collection were retrieved from under the basement floor of the Derby house ell
during the 1961 restoration of the structure (Sousa 1982).
Upon grouping artifacts according to similar provenience units within sites, artifacts
were separated into the appropriate class and category. These are discussed in detail in
Chapter III. Mended or fragmentary ceramic and glass vessels three-quarters or more
complete then were separated from all other artifacts. Each vessel was assigned a
vessel number; these were affixed to the bottom of vessels and recorded in the
appropriate item-based catalog (Appendix B or C). This was done to assist the SAMA
personnel in the selection of vessels for display and to permit researchers to examine a
sample of the ceramic and glass assemblages with little difficulty. For all other
artifacts, whole and fragmentary, counts of items in each category per provenience unit
were made and recorded in two places: (1) on acid-free tags which were placed within
each artifact bag, and (2) in the appropriate row and column in the provenience-based
catalog (Appendix A).
Provenience Coding
As noted above, the original provenience information for each site is retained. In
instances when the SACMP was able to associate particular artifacts or groups of
artifacts with spatial areas or stratigraphic levels not recorded by the original
catalogers, this information is incorporated into the provenience designation recorded in
the artifact catalogs (Appendices A, B, and C).
With the Narbonne house, provenience information is coded as an eight digit field using
the following format: X-XX-XXX-XX. Operation numbers and letters that were
written on artifact bags and labelled "no provenience" are recorded in the farthest lefthand digit (X-XX-XXX-XX). While the spatial boundaries and excavation units of the
former are known, the latter's are not. To indicate this, the letters "NP" are retained
and recorded with the letters in the provenience coding (e.g., A-0)9-00)8-NP). Suboperation letters are recorded in the next two digits (X-XX-XXX-XX).
Feature, posthole, subscript numbers, and one superscript number are recorded in the
next three digits (X-XX-XXX-XX). Within these digits feature and posthole numbers
are recorded right-justified (X-XX-XXX-XX). To distinguish postholes from features,
the letter "P," assigned by the SACMP, is recorded in the left-hand digit (X-XX-XXXXX) and always appears when a posthole number is recorded (e.g., 2-0N-PJ91-02).
Subscript numbers 1 through 4 and superscript symbol "*" are coded as X, Y, W, V, and Z
respectively by the SACMP and also are recorded in the left-hand digit (X-XX-XXXXX). It is unknown whether the numbers and subscript symbol refer to spatial areas or
stratigraphic levels.
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Stratigraphic information is recorded in the last two digits of the eight digit field (XXX-XXX-XX). Level numbers are recorded in the right-hand digit (X-XX-XXX-XX);
level letters are recorded in the left-hand digit (X-XX-XXX-XX). When the only
stratigraphic information available for artifacts is soil color and/or consistency
description, numbers and letters are assigned by the SACMP and recorded left-justified.
This is done for each operation since the SACMP found it difficult to unravel the
seemingly complex depositional history of the site given the available field documentation. Table 1 summarizes the SACMP's level codes.
Two final SACMP code designations for the Narbonne house need to be noted. First,
unlabelled artifacts in boxes marked with an operation number only are coded as 0s
(e.g., 2-00-000-00, 3-^000-00). Second, unlabelled artifacts in boxes marked "unprovenienced" are coded as 9's (e.g., 9-99-999-99).
With Central Wharf, provenience information is also coded as an eight digit field.
However, unlike the Narbonne house the following format is used: XXX-XXX-XX.
Moran's spatial provenience information (1974, 1975; Wilson and Moran 1980) is recorded
in the three left-justified digits (XXX-XXX-XX). The remaining five digits are coded
as 9's to indicate that neither feature nor stratigraphic level information exists for the
artifacts in this collection.
Horvath's stratigraphic provenience information (1976) is recorded in the three center
digits (XXX-XXX-XX). The remaining digits are coded as 9's.
Artifacts whose specific stratigraphic context is unknown are coded with the letters
"NP" in the two right-justified digits (XXX-XXX-XX). In these instances the other
remaining digits are also coded as 9's. The Central Wharf artifacts whose excavator is
unknown, are recorded in the item-based catalogs.
For logistical reasons, the Derby House artifacts also are coded as an eight digit field
using the Narbonne house format. Because the precise spatial and stratigraphic context
of this material is unknown, for reasons discussed previously, the artifacts in this
collection are coded as 9's.
Artifact Storage
All artifacts, complete and fragmentary, are placed in resealable plastic bags and are
stored in one of two ways: (1) acid-free boxes on open shelves or (2) drawers within
closed cabinets. With the exception of the coins, the artifacts are located in the
northeast and northwest first floor rooms of the Hawkes house at SAMA. Access to the
coins can be arranged through the Superintendent.
All shelf units, shelves, cabinets, drawers, and boxes are systematically numbered and
labelled. Boxes are labelled with a white tag containing the following information:
Park Abbreviation
Site Name

Box Number

Provenience
Material Type
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Table 1.

SACMP Narbonne House Level Coding

Code

Context

Operation

00

present ground surface

1,2,6*,9

01

sod or top soil

9

A0

bag 1, labelled "debris behind mantel,
N wall of S room 1st floor"

1

ash lense

9

bag 2, labelled "from behind patch
in panel, N wall of S room lower
corner"

1

balk, precise location unknown

3

brown sandy soil

9

central balk, precise location unknown

3

brown sandy soil with crushed stone

9

specific spatial or stratigraphic

cross trench

B0

C0

CT

context unknown
D0

dark brown sandy soil

9

E0

brown/black soil

9

G0

brown loam

9

10

destruction debris from wooden structure

9

N0,S0,E0,W0

balk locations

3,5

P2

found in association with posthole 2

5

Z0

general cleanup of entire suboperation

3,4,5

* provenience unit 6-00-004-00 represents Turner Hoard artifacts whose specific
spatial or stratigraphic context is unknown.
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A plan view showing the location of shelf units, cabinets, and boxes for each room is
available in Appendices D and E.
With the Narbonne house collection, all vessels recorded in the item-based catalogs
(Appendices B and C) are located in the northwest room of the Hawkes house. Ceramic
vessels (Appendix B) classified as either a bowl or cup, or having a relatively flat body
form (with the exception of milk pans) are stored in the cabinets. Within the cabinets,
vessels with similar body form or function (e.g., plates) from all provenience units are
together in one or more drawers. The drawer in which a particular vessel is stored is
recorded under the heading Storage Location in the item-based catalog. Ceramic
vessels classified as either a pot, jug, or jar, or as a sugar bowl, creamer, gravy boat,
bottle, butter dish, or soup bowl are placed on shelves. Unlike vessels stored in
cabinets, these vessels first are shelved according to operation and then organized
within operations according to similar body form or function. All glass vessels
(Appendix C) also are stored on the shelves by operation.
All Narbonne house artifacts that are recorded in the provenience-based catalog
(Appendix A) are located in boxes on the shelve units in the northeast room of the
Hawkes house. Organic remains (i.e., plant and animal remains) are boxed separately
from inorganic remains (i.e., all other artifacts) primarily to avoid damage to the
fragile or organic materials. Artifacts recovered from features are boxed separately
from non-feature material so that researchers will have easier access to them.
Artifacts are boxed by suboperation. Because of the limited storage space, material
from several sub-operations often are boxed together. In instances when artifacts from
one suboperation are too large to fit into one box, several boxes are used.
Within each box, the arrangement of the artifacts within the bags corresponds to the
order in which the artifact classes and categories appear in the provenience-based
catalog. Artifacts are bagged in the following way. Whenever possible, each 12-by-12
inch bag contains all artifacts from a single provenience unit (e.g., one level from a
suboperation); a 12-by-12 inch bag never contains artifacts from several different units.
In instances when all artifacts from a single provenience unit do not fit into one bag,
several are used.
All artifacts from the Central Wharf and Derby house sites are located in the northwest
room of the Hawkes house. The Central Wharf artifacts are located on shelves; glass
vessels recorded in the item-based catalog are boxed separately from artifacts recorded
in the provenience-based catalog. All artifacts from the Derby house are stored in one
cabinet drawer.
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CHAPTER m
CATALOG SYSTEM

The purpose of this chapter is to (1) discuss the design of the catalog system, (2) present
the details of and reasons for using two different artifact catalogs, (3) discuss the
factors that influenced the choice of the artifact classes and categories, and (4) provide
explicit definition for these.
Design
The structure of the SACMP catalog system is designed to facilitate both efficient data
entry and easy retrieval of data concerning the artifacts themselves (e.g., counts,
provenience association) as well as their storage location.
The data for each site was computerized using the Query/45 program of the Data Base
Management software package of the Hewlett-Packard 9845C mini-computer. Computerization not only permits quick and easy data retrieval for management purposes
but also allows intra-site and inter-site artifact comparisons to be made among sites
wihin the North Atlantic Region of the National Park Service that are processed by the
Archeological Collections Management Project. All collections' data are stored on
flexible disks. Information concerning access to and use of the computerized data
should be directed to the Division of Cultural Resources of the North Atlantic Regional
Office.
Format
As noted in Chapter II, two different artifact catalogs are used: (1) provenience-based,
and (2) item-based. The provenience-based catalog (Appendix A) is used to record the
total number of artifacts within particular categories according to the unit from which
they were excavated. The totals, however, do not include complete vessels or sherds
that comprise mended vessels recorded on the item-based catalog.
To facilitate computerization of the provenience-based catalog, the categories were
rearranged according to eleven artifact classes (Table 2). This rearrangement will make
inter-Park artifact comparisons easier since these classes will be used in all future
Archeological Collections Management Projects. The provenience-based catalog was
developed and designed for archeological researchers who most often prefer their data
quantified by excavation unit, and for National Park Service personnel who must
regularly inventory their collections.
The item-based catalog is used to record complete and near-complete ceramic and glass
vessels individually. The catalog was primarily developed to assist Park personnel in the
selection of vessels for display and other interpretive purposes. For those who may not
be completely familiar with the vessels recorded in this catalog or do not have the
necessary time or expertise to research them, the following information is recorded in
the item-based catalogs.
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Table 2.

Artifact Catalog Summary

Artifact Class

Category

Historic Ceramics
redware
tin-enameled
coarse buff-bodied earthenware
whieldon
cream ware
pearl ware
whiteware
other refined earthenware
stoneware
white salt-glazed stoneware
dry-bodied stoneware
other stoneware
porcelain
Tobacco Pipes
Glass
Bottle Closures
Apparel

plain, glazed, sgraffito, trailed slipware,
jackfield, other redware
delft, rouen/faience
combed and dotted, yellow ware, other
earthenware
whieldon
plain, edge-decorated, mono and polychrome,
annular, transfer-printed, other
plain, edge-decorated, blue hand-painted,
polychrome, annular, transfer-printed, other
plain, transfer-printed
rockingham, other refined earthenware
english brown, bellarmine/frenchen,
westerwald/raeren
white salt-glazed, scratch blue/debased
scratch blue
dry-bodied
utilitarian import, utilitarian domestic,
other stoneware
porcelain
pipe stem, pipe bowl
bottle glass, drinking glass
bottle top, cork
cloth, miscellaneous leather, button, buckle,
sleeve link

Household and Personal Objects
tableware
kitchen ware
furniture and hardware
toiletries
stationery

curved glass, miscellaneous glass, fork,
spoon, knife, utensil handle
tin can, tin can fragment
drawer handle, drawer knob, brass tack
hair pin, comb
pencil
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Table 2.

Artifact Catalog Summary (continued)

Artifact Class
coins/tokens/medals
personal objects

toys
other household and personal

Category
coin
finger ring, pin, bead, carved bone
ornament, pendant, miscellaneous personal,
scissors
toy marble, miscellaneous toy
household/domestic objects, miscellaneous
plastic

Architectural Material
window glass
nails
screws
structural material

other fastening devices
other hardware

flat glass
nail
screw
brick, plaster, mortar, wood, slate, marble,
miscellaneous building materials, ceramic
tile, asphalt, brick tile, sheet metal
iron bolt
iron rod, iron bar, miscellaneous iron,
unidentifiable iron, hook, miscellaneous lead,
miscellaneous metal, iron ring, iron
ornamental, miscellaneous tin, wire, miscellaneous electrical, screen, key, unidentifiable, battery cap, barb wire, miscellaneous aluminum, door part, miscellaneous
steel

Tools and Hardware
hand tools
machine parts
transportation objects
weaponry/accoutrements
other
Fuel and Fire Byproducts

tool, miscellaneous handle
miscellaneous mechanical
iron railroad spike
lead musket ball, bullet
fish hook, brass ring, iron chain
coal, charcoal, slag
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Table 2.

Artifact Catalog Summary (continued)

Artifact Class

Category

Faunal and Floral Remains
bivalves
bivalves/univalves
bone
other organic
vegetal material

Mya arenaria, Mytilus edtulis, Crassostrea
virginica, Mercenaria mercenaria
miscellaneous shell, unidentifiable shell
bone
feather, coral
miscellaneous foodstuff

Lithics
lithics
gunflints

firecracked rock, unworked lithic, chalk
gunflint

chipped stone

lithic
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Vessels are recorded in the ceramic vessel catalog (Appendix B) by vessel number,
provenience, ceramic type, vessel type, date range, and storage location. As noted in
Chapter II, the excavator's original provenience designations are retained. In instances
when a mended vessel is composed of sherds recovered from several provenience units,
the one with the greatest number of sherds is recorded. If there are equal numbers of
sherds from two or more different units, the one which comprises the largest proportion
of the vessel is used. Ceramic type refers to the categories in Table 2. Vessel type
describes the form or function of a vessel. Vessels are classified according to four
types (Table 3). These are consistent with and often derived from Noel Hume (1976),
Watkins (1950), Ramsay (1939), and Moran et al. (1982). For purposes of consistency,
date ranges are from South (1978), although the above sources were also consulted.
Because of the lack of time, dates for those ceramics displaying maker's marks were not
checked.
Vessels are recorded in the glass vessel catalog (Appendix C) by vessel number,
provenience, vessel form, function, manufacturing process, date, and storage location.
Form refers to the morphology of a vessel. Vessels are classified according to one of
seven forms (Table 4). Function is defined by the content or a vessel's use. Vessels are
classified according to one of ten functions (Table 4). Manufacturing process refers to
the technological process used to produce a vessel. Vessels are classified according to
one of three processes (Table 4) as defined by Lorraine (1968), McKearin and McKearin
(1941, 1950), McKearin and Wilson (1978), Munsey (1970), Newman (1970), Switzer
(1974), and Toulouse (1967). Date ranges are assigned to the glass vessels on the basis
of morphological characteristics and traits of manufacture. The above references were
used to assign date ranges. In the comments section, the place of manufacture (e.g.,
United States, England, Holland, France, and Unknown) is recorded.
Artifact Categories:

Basic Considerations

Before discussing the specific factors that influenced the choice of the individual
artifact categories, several general matters need to be noted. First, in constructing
these categories it is recognized that there are differences of opinion about the use of
particular categories in a classificatory scheme among historic archeologists.
This is understandable since artifact classification systems are not real but merely
constructs to help the researcher answer particular research questions (Hill and Evans
1972). This is not to deny that an emic understanding of historic ceramic terms is
possible or to ignore the value and utility of the documentary record in ways that Deetz
(1977) has suggested. The use of manufacturers' and distributors' terms for ceramic
types as categories in an artifact classificatory system however, should not be assumed
to be the only or best system that can be used in pursuit of answering specific kinds of
research questions (e.g., Miller 1980). Indeed, in situations when classificatory schemes
are constructed for specific research problems, detailed attribute analysis (e.g., Braun
1977; Plog 1977) has been demonstrated to be of far more utility than traditional
classificatory schemes (Binford 1965). Yet in situations such as this project where the
primary goal is simply to render the collection accessible, it is neither feasible, because
of time, money, or personnel constraints, nor desirable to develop and evaluate the
utility of a detailed attribute-based classificatory system. Indeed, one potential
research avenue using the Narbonne house data may be to develop and test such a
system or test the utility of other systems developed by historic archeologists (e.g.,
Miller 1980).
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Table 3 .

Type

Ceramic Vessel Type and Examples

Example

Flat

plate, saucer, serving platter, milk pan,
basin.

Bowl, Cup

eating, drinking, serving, and mixing bowls;
cup, mug, porringer, casserole.

Pots, Jugs, Jars

cooking and storage pots; tea, coffee, and
chamber pots; crock, jar, jug.

Other

sugar bowl, creamer, gravy boat, bottle,
butter dish.
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Table 4.

Attribute

Glass Vessel Attributes and Categories

Category

Form

flat-sided, round, oval, squat, cylindrical,
paneled, other.

Function

beverage, culinary, medicinal, household,
household or medicinal, ink, toiletries,
tableware, lighting, decorative.

Manufacturing Process

free-blown, blown-molded, automatic
bottle machine.
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Given this, several factors were considered important in the choice of both the artifact
classes and categories. First, artifact classes and categories that historic archeologists
presently are in general agreement with (i.e., in terms of their identification) were
chosen. This is particularly true for the ceramic categories. While in general individual
artifact classes are defined according to both raw material type (e.g., ceramic, glass,
metal) and function (e.g., domestic, architectural), most artifact categories were
constructed to reflect the latter. Second, because of the enormous size and diversity of
several of the artifact classes within the Narbonne house assemblage, some receive
more thorough treatment than others (cf., ceramics, glass). It is hoped that at some
later point in time, more detailed kinds of information can be recorded for some of
these categories (e.g., pipe stem bore diameters). Third, in instances where there are
very few items similar in material and function, summary categories (e.g., miscellaneous iron) were created.
Definitions
The order in which the artifact categories are discussed generally follows the sequence
in which they appear on the provenience-based artifact catalog (Appendix A). The
exception to this rule is the miscellaneous categories. These are grouped and presented
together for quick reference. It also should be noted that not every category on the
coding sheet is discussed. This is because many are self-explanatory. For convenience,
Table 2 summarizes the entire artifact catalog by artifact class and category.

Ceramics

There are 39 categories in the ceramic section. Each category is defined according to
paste, glaze, and decoration. In the process of discussing each category, the place of
manufacture, temporal placement, and historic significance is noted. The attributes
used and histories discussed are derived from and consistent with those detailed by
historic archeologists (e.g., Noel Hume 1976; South 1978) and ceramic specialists (e.g.,
Godden 1975; Lewis 1969; Ramsay 1939; Watkins 1950, 1959).
The 39 ceramic categories are divided into three groups on the basis of paste:
earthenware, (2) stoneware, and (3) porcelain.

(1)

I. Earthenware
Earthenware has a relatively soft, water-absorbent paste in comparison with stoneware
and porcelain (Deetz 1977:47). Often, earthenware ceramics are glazed to make the
vessel impermeable. While lead glaze, which is colorless, was commonly used, various
compounds were added to the lead to produce various colors. Eight earthenware
varieties (e.g., redware, tin-enameled) are used.
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Redware
A red earthenware paste is the only attribute used to define ceramics classified in this
category. Redwares are classified into six varieties on the basis of vessel surface
treatment. The redware assemblage includes seventeenth through nineteenth century
forms made in local and foreign production centers. Storage, preparation, and cooking
vessels (e.g., milk pans and pots) predominate in the Narbonne house collection,
although tablewares, chamberpots and flowerpots are also present.
plain redware. ceramics classified as this type of ware have an unglazed, relatively
coarse, reddish earthenware surface.
Several unglazed redware sherds with incised tooling on their exterior surface exist in
the collection. Watkins (1950:14, Figures 14 and 15) has referred to these as "early
Essex County type" which are representative of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
century Salem vessels. This category also includes imported Iberian storage jars ca.
1745-80 (Noel Hume 1976:143) as well as Tamarind jars whose origins are hypothesized
to be in the West Indies (Deetz 1977:147-148).
glazed redware. ceramics classified as this type of ware display two attributes: (1) a
coarse red earthenware paste, and (2) a lead glaze. Lead glazing appears on the interior
and/or exterior of a vessel. The predominate glaze colors are black and brown although
orange, yellow, and green also exist. These latter colors result from the addition of
oxidized copper filings to the glaze. Like plain redware, the glazed redware category
includes "Essex County type" vessels with incised rings or wavy lines tooled into the
exterior surface (Watkins 1950: Figure 15).
jackfield. two attributes define this ware: (1) a thin, highly vitrified, fine-grained red
or gray earthenware paste and (2) a lusterous black, often metallic-like, lead glaze.
Although named after the original product manufactured at the Jackfield Pottery in
Shropshire by Maurice Thursfield ca. 1750, the term "jackfield" in this catalog does not
refer to the pottery produced only by this one potter. Indeed, similar wares were
manufactured by Thomas Whieldon and other Staffordshire potters from ca. 1745 to
1790 (Noel Hume 1976:123, Godden 1975:18). Noel Hume (1976:123) suggests that
jackfield-type wares are common on American sites of the 1760s.
The forms
represented in the Narbonne house collection are limited to teapots.
other redware. this category is used to record redware ceramics that (1) are not
numerous enough to warrant a separate category and/or (2) there is uncertainty about
their classification. Ceramics recorded in this category include (1) astbury, (2) cyples,
(3) other redwares.
Astbury is the most frequent ware found in this category. It is distinguished by a (1)
fine-grained, thin red earthenware paste, (2) white slip decoration, and (3) glossy, clear
lead-glazed surface appearing ginger or light brown in hue. It is important to note that
the term astbury is not used to identify ceramics made only by John Astbury (Noel
Hume 1976:123); other potters in the Stoke-on-Trent district of England (Lewis 1969:77)
and at Newcastle-under-Lyme also manufactured this ware in the second quarter of the
eighteenth century (Noel Hume 1976:123). Although sprig-molded animals, flowers, and
coats of arms are common decorations on astbury, the Narbonne house assemblage only
includes simple incised bands.
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Cyples ware is identified on the basis of (1) a thinly potted red paste, and (2) a
distinctive dull black glaze. Moran et al. (1982:124) classify cyples as an English
stoneware that was manufactured in the late eighteenth or early nineteenth century.
However, after careful examination it was determined that this black glazed redware
possesses an earthenware paste. Therefore, ceramic sherds that display the attributes
of cyples ware are classified as other redware.
Ceramics classified as "other redware" are unusual foreign or locally manufactured
molded and painted red earthenware fragments. Included among these is a redware
sherd with a yellow salt glaze, and two sherds with a dull green slip.
sgraffito, three attributes define this ware: (1) a red earthenware paste, (2) a white
slip layer which has been scratched or cut away in areas to expose the red paste, and (3)
a clear lead glaze. The combination of paste, slip and glaze produces a rich yellow
vessel surface color with light brown body ornamentation.
Sgraffito was produced during the seventeenth century and into the middle of the
eighteenth century. It was exported primarily from the Devon potteries (Lewis
1969:24). Woodhouse (1974:155) suggests that the sgraffito decorative process seems to
have been invented in Italy in the fifteenth century.
trailed slipware. three attributes define this ware: (1) a coarse red earthenware paste,
(2) the presence of a thin trailed white slip decoration on the vessel's exterior surface,
and (3) an overall clear, lead glaze resulting in the white slip appearing yellow. Godden
(1975:17) suggests that slip decorating represents "an early standard form of
embellishing" on both American and English redware as early as 1670 and as late as
1795. Parenthetically, no slip-decorated redwares with sponge applications, such as
those produced in Newburyport, Massachusetts (Watkins 1950:57-58) exist in the
Narbonne house collection.
Buff-Bodied Wares
combed and dotted wares, three attributes define this ware: (1) a relatively hard,
coarse, buff to pink earthenware paste, (2) a slip decoration consisting of repetitive
thin, wavy brown lines or dots on the vessel's exterior surface, and (3) a clear lead glaze
which results in a smooth, often very glossy, yellow vessel surface color. Frequently
small, random, brown flecking, due to iron oxide, appears throughout the vessel's
surface.
South (1978:72) and Noel Hume (1976:135) suggest that combed and dotted wares were
produced in England initially at Staffordshire and then at Bristol and Wrotham from
1670-1795. Noel Hume (1976:134) further suggests that some production of this ware
may have occurred in New England beginning in the second half of the seventeenth
century.
The technique of combing involves drawing a thin wire, horn, leather comb or similar
object with brown slip on it (Woodhouse 1974:157; Godden 1975:17) over the vessel's
exterior surface. In contrast, the spots which characterize dotted wares often are
raised on the vessel's surface. Although dotted wares have either an overall yellow
colored vessel surface with dark brown dots or an overall brown colored vessel surface
with light yellow dots, the former was more commonly produced and found in the
Narbonne house collection.
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Tin-Enameled Wares
Tin-enameled wares exhibit the following attributes: (1) a soft earthenware paste and
(2) a thick lead glaze containing an oxide of tin (Barber 1906). Included in this category
are both delft and rouen/faience.
delft, this ware has a soft buff to pink colored paste, often so porous that it can be
scratched easily with a fingernail. In cross-section, the walls of delft sherds are quite
thick and the enamel appears to sit on, rather than blend into the paste. This enamel is
easily flaked off of the body. Visually, the overall appearance of a delft body surface is
opaque, often dull looking due to the addition of tin oxide. Pitting (i.e., vessel surface
areas where the paste is exposed) often can be seen on whole vessels or large sherds. In
the SAMA archeological collections, glaze colors range from white to light blue. On the
vessels' exterior surfaces, handpainted dark blue (due to cobalt) geometric or floral
designs predominate, although purple (due to manganese) polychromes occur. Interestingly, red transfer-printed designs exist in the Derby house collection.
Known since the sixth century A.D., the technique of tin enameling arrived in England
ca. 1567 when Jaspries Andries and Jacob Janson of the Netherlands established the
first factory in Norfolk (Noel Hume 1976:203; Lewis 1969:35, Solon 1906). The
production of delft, said to be the major English ceramic development of the
seventeenth century (Noel Hume 1976:106), continued in most countries of Western
Europe well into the nineteenth century when production of white salt-glazed
stonewares and creamwares supplanted the tin-enameled earthenware market.
Delft from England rather than Holland (Moore 1908) predominates in the Narbonne
house collection, probably as a result of the British trade restrictions enacted in the
late seventeenth century and continuing until the Revolutionary War (Noel Hume
1976:107). The common delft vessel form in this assemblage is the plate, usually
handpainted in blue with floral motifs.
rouen/faience. faience, generally produced in Rouen, France, is distinguished from
delft by its (1) red-bodied paste and, (2) dark brown lead-glazed vessel exterior, and
white tin-enameled interior. On some vessels the white tin-enameling is present on the
exterior lip or rim. Noel Hume (1960, 1976:141) suggests that, in general, faience was
not shipped to the colonies due to British embargoes until after the American
Revolution; French faience, however, may have reached the colonies prior to this as
evidenced by the faience recovered in the excavations at Fort Michilimackinac (Miller
and Stone 1970).
Whieldon
Whieldon exhibits the following three attributes: (1) a cream colored earthenware
paste, (2) patches or "clouds" of purple, blue, brown, green and/or yellow, and (3) a clear
lead glaze.
Although the origin of this ware is uncertain, some suggest that it arose from the joint
ventures of Thomas Astbury and Thomas Whieldon in England (cf., Woodhouse 1974:166).
After its inception, many other potters produced this ware ca. 1740 to 1780 (Lewis
1969:78; Woodhouse 1974:167). Consequently, the use of the term "whieldon" in this
catalog does not necessarily refer to Thomas Whieldon specifically. Only a small
number of these ceramics were found in the Narbonne house collection.
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Elaborate molded rim patterns such as the dot, diaper, and basket motif, popular on
English plate rims, are represented in the Narbonne house collection.
Other Refined Earthenwares
This category is used to record diagnostic refined earthenwares that are not numerous
enough to warrant a separate category. Three types of refined earthenwares are
recorded here: (1) lusterware, (2) cauliflower ware (Boger 1971), and (3) agate ware.
All three wares are minimally represented in the SAMA Collections.
Lusterware is defined on the basis of three attributes: (1) a thin cream to white refined
earthenware paste, (2) a clear lead-glazed exterior, and (3) an overglaze luster design.
The lusterware technique involves the application of a thin iridescent metallic coating
(Atterbury 1978:245). Noel Hume (1976) suggests that luster-decorated ware date from
1790 to 1840 and primarily were manufactured by English potters.
Cauliflower ware exhibit two attributes: (1) a thin, molded, buff earthenware paste,
and (2) a rich, dark green lead glaze (Solon 1906:233-234). Godden (1975:102) indicates
that although Josiah Wedgwood was the originator of this ware (ca. 1760), the relief
moulded cauliflower pattern was a "popular design made by several potters...."
Agate ware is defined on the basis of (1) a thin, hard, fine-grained earthenware paste
composed of two or more colored veins of clay and (2) a clear lead glaze finish.
Developed through the collaboration of Astbury and Whieldon, agate ware was produced
between ca. 1740 and 1775 (Noel Hume 1976:132).
Other Earthenware
This category is used to record earthenware ceramics that are either (1) highly
fragmentary or in such poor condition that they could not be assigned to a specific
category, or (2) coarse-bodied wares (i.e., earthenwares with a fairly thick, porous paste
in which intrusive gravel inclusions can be seen), which because of their small number
did not warrant a separate category. Although not recorded separately, examples of the
former include refined earthenware fragments that (a) have been burnt and/or have lost
their glaze, or (b) exhibit colored lead glazes but are too small to be specifically
identified. Examples of the latter include (a) buff-bodied trailed slipwares that closely
resemble combed slipwares and (b) ceramics that have a coarse, sand and graveltempered gray-core paste whose exterior glaze is no longer present. Noel Hume
(1976:133) and Watkins (1960, 1962) have identified ceramics with these attributes as
North Devon gravel-tempered wares and suggest a manufacture date range from 16501775.
Creamware
Two attributes define this ware: (1) a thin, hard, fine-grained, cream to white colored
earthenware paste, and (2) a clear lead surface glaze. The overall appearance of a
creamware vessel has a very pale yellow or yellow/green tint. This is due to the
addition of copper to the lead glaze. Very often this tint is noticeable in the crevices of
the vessel.
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The development of creamware has a long history and is the result of many individuals'
work in several districts of England (Solon 1906:199-299). Although Josiah Wedgwood
perfected creamware in Burslem in 1762 (Noel Hume 1976:125), "most examples of
English creamware are still attributed to Leeds, Liverpool, or Staffordshire..." (Austin
1978:39; Moore 1909; Mankowitz 1953; Towner 1965; Noel Hume 1976:124-125). In
general, most creamware assemblages in America post-date 1770 (Miller and Stone
1970:42-44) and were produced until ca. 1820 (Towner 1957; Noel Hume 1973, 1976;
South 1978). The perfection and subsequent popularity of creamware is viewed as one
of the most important ceramic developments of the eighteenth century (Noel Hume
1976:123).
The Narbonne house creamware assemblage includes a wide range of creamware forms.
It includes tablewares (e.g., plates, bowls, cups, platters, pitchers, tea and coffee pots),
and toiletries (e.g., chamber pots).
The creamware assemblage is separated into six categories. All vessels in the
categories exhibit the two attributes described above yet differ on the basis of surface
treatment and/or decoration. It is interesting to note that the introduction of different
decorative techniques appears after the first manufacture of plain creamware (South
1978:72).
plain creamware. with the exception of plates, this category is used to record all other
vessel forms. This includes items that exhibit molding, ribbing, plaiting, or the
application of designs in raised relief.
edge-decorated creamware. only unpainted plates with a molded relief decoration are
recorded in this category. This was done to allow easy access to these materials for
future research on dinnerware decoration and style (e.g., Sussman 1977). Four different
molded-in-relief rim designs exist in this assemblage: Royal Pattern, Feather-edged,
Queens Shape (Noel Hume 1972, 1976:116, 1973:Figure 2) and an octagonal featheredged form.
annular-decorated creamware. this ware exhibits an underglaze annular surface
decoration. Simple annular, mocha, and finger-painted designs are present in this
assemblage. Each of these designs appears to have been manufactured within specific
time periods (Van Rensselaer 1966; South 1978:72; Noel Hume 1976). Vessels with
horizontal bands of color were manufactured between 1780-1815. Vessels with mocha
designs, which are characterized by fern-like ornamentation, were manufactured from
1800-1820. Finger-painted vessels, which display zones of cloud-like swirling colored
lines were produced from 1790-1820. It is not uncommon to find several of these
designs used on a single vessel.
polychrome creamware.
these vessels exhibit a handpainted overglaze-enameled
decoration consisting of two or more colors, and date ca. 1765-1810 (South 1971:72).
Deetz (1977:10-11) has hypothesized that handpainted creamwares (i.e., polychromes
and monochromes) are not usually found on sites occupied by individuals of only average
means.
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transfer-printed creamware. these vessels exhibit an underglaze transfer-printed
design. The technique was perfected by Sadler and Green of Liverpool, England ca.
1765 and appears on creamware vessels dating between 1765 and 1815 (Noel Hume
1976:126-128).
Both line-engraved and stippled black and red transfer-printed
creamware can be found in the Narbonne house collection. Both inscriptions and
European scenes exist. Unlike pearl ware, transfer-printing on creamware vessels is
confined to small portions of the exposed surface.
other creamware. this category is used to record handpainted, monochrome creamware
vessels. Like polychrome creamwares, these exhibit an enameled overglaze floral motif
or simple border stripe. The manufacture dates appear to be the same as for
polychrome overglaze enameled handpainted creamware, ca. 1765-1810 (South 1978:72).
Pearlware
Pearlware exhibits the following attributes: (1) a thin, hard, fine-grained white
earthenware paste and (2) a clear lead-glazed surface. The overall appearance of a
pearlware vessel has a very light blue tint, which is due to the addition of cobalt to the
lead glaze. Very often this tint is noticeable in the crevices of a vessel.
Noel Hume (1978a:42) notes that: "Pearlware represented one of the landmarks of
English earthenwares..." and almost replaced creamware in America by 1785 (Noel
Hume 1978a:46).
As with the creamwares, variability in pearlware vessel forms exists in the Narbonne
house collection. They include tablewares (e.g., plates, bowls, cups, platters, pitchers,
teapots) and toiletries (e.g., chamber pots).
The pearlware assemblage is separated into seven categories. Vessels in these
categories exhibit the two attributes described above, yet differ on the basis of surface
treatment and/or decoration. These decorative elements can be dated to specific time
periods within the pearlware manufacturing era.
plain pearlware. although less frequently encountered, plain pearlwares often display
various decorative elements such as molding, plaiting, or the application of designs in
raised relief. Like creamware, unpainted pearlware edge-decorated plates are not
recorded in this category but are classified as edge-decorated pearlware. Plain
pearlware was produced in England between ca. 1780 and 1830 (South 1978:72).
edge-decorated pearlware. plates that exhibit a molded relief decoration are the only
kind of vessel recorded in this category. Four different molded-in-relief rim designs
exist in the Narbonne house collection: (1) the "bead and reel" pattern introduced ca.
1762, (2) feather edging, a rim design composed of relief-molded fronds, that appears on
pearlware ca. 1800-1820, (3) the "fish scale" rim design ca. 1800-1820, and (4) the
"shell-edged pattern," an underglaze handpainted "cockled edged" rim design that
appears on pearlware ca. 1780-1830 (South 1978:72). Of these four (Noel Hume
1976:116, Fig. 35), shell edging is the most frequent rim design found on edgedecorated pearlware vessels in the Narbonne house collection. Noel Hume (1978a:44)
describes this rim design as the most popular of all pearlware borders. Although both
green and blue-edged plates are present in the Narbonne house collection, the latter
predominates. Noel Hume (1978a:47) notes that green shell-edged sherds appear to be
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absent from archeological contexts prior to 1800. He also hypothesizes that their
"comparative scarcity thereafter suggests that the green was never as popular as the
blue or was perhaps more expensive" (1978a:47). Regardless of color, those that exhibit
debased brushwork swept laterally around the rim edge instead of individual strokes
drawn inward are believed to date ca. 1800-1830.
transfer-printed pearlware. this ware displays an underglaze transfer-printed surface
design. This technique, perfected ca. 1756 by Sadler and Green of Liverpool, England
first appears on pearlware ca. 1787, yet was not popular until ca. 1795 (Little 1969;
Coysh 1971; Noel Hume 1976:129).
Although blue transfer-printed varieties predominate in the Narbonne house collection,
black and polychrome transfer-printed specimens are also present. Both the Oriental
blue willow design and floral motifs, and the European geometric and realistic transferprinted scenes appear in considerable quantity in the Narbonne house collection.
However, the transfer-printed patterns that include inscriptions are the rarest. Of
these, a few recurrent patterns appear to represent different sets of teawares.
blue handpainted pearlware. ceramics classified as blue handpainted pearlware exhibit
a handpainted underglaze blue decoration. This decorative technique is found on
pearlware manufactured ca. 1780 to 1820 (Noel Hume 1976:128-9). Decorative motifs
consist of simple border stripes, floral patterns and oriental-type designs.
annular-decorated pearlware.
this ware displays an underglaze annular surface
decoration. Banded, mocha, and fingerpainted designs exist in the SAMA collection.
These designs correspond to specific time ranges (South 1978:72, Noel Hume 1976:131).
For example, vessels with designs composed of monochrome or polychrome bands of
color were manufactured between 1790 and 1820. Mocha designs, characterized by
fernlike ornamentation, were manufactured from ca. 1795 to 1890. Fingerpainted
pearlwares, which display zones of cloud-like swirling colored lines, were produced ca.
1790 to 1820. In the Narbonne house collection, several designs often appear on the
same vessel. Vessels or sherds that exhibit broad engine-turned grooves or spatterdecorated areas in conjunction with other annular designs are also recorded in this
category.
polychrome pearlware. these vessels exhibit an overglaze handpainted decoration
composed of two or more colors. Also included in this category, are monochrome
overglaze handpainted specimens which are believed to represent fragments of
polychrome vessels.
Noel Hume (1976:129) suggests that "From about 1795, pearlware was also decorated in
underglaze polychrome colors usually in floral or geometric patterns." In the Narbonne
house collection, vessels that exhibit combinations of blue, green, black, brown, orange,
and yellow, most likely were manufactured between ca. 1795 and 1815 (Noel Hume
1976:129).
other pearlware. handpainted monochrome pearlwares as well as spatter-decorated
pearlwares are included in this category. Like polychrome pearlwares, handpainted
monochrome pearlwares exhibit an enameled overglaze design. These were probably
manufactured ca. 1795-1815 (South 1978:72).
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Spatter-decorated pearlware exhibits small dots of colored paint which were flecked or
spattered onto the exterior surface of the body before lead glazing. It is recognized
that these spatter-decorated pearlwares may be fragments of other annular pearl wares
with spatter decoration. This ware was probably manufactured at the same time as
annular ware ca. 1790-1820 (South 1978:72).
Whiteware
Whiteware exhibits the following attributes: (1) a fairly thin, very hard, fine-grained
white paste and (2) a white, opaque, glossy surface glaze.
By 1813-1820 this tableware supplanted pearlware (Noel Hume 1976:131). In the past,
as well as in the present, whiteware is manufactured in the United States and Europe.
Both hardwhite (ca. 1820+) and stoneware products [i.e., ironstone, granite china, and
semi-porcelain (ca. 1813+)] are recorded in this category. The whiteware category is
divided into two groups: (1) plain, molded, and handpainted and (2) transfer-printed.
plain whiteware. this category is used to record all whiteware ceramics (i.e., unpainted,
handpainted, molded) except transfer-printing.
transfer-printed whiteware. this ware displays an underglaze transfer-printed surface, a
technique perfected by Sadler and Green of Liverpool, England as early as 1756 (Noel
Hume 1976:128).
Although the technique for polychrome transfer-printing was
introduced in the mid-to-late 1840s (Budnikov 1964:245), the specimens in the SAMA
collection only display a monochrome design that is generally blue with a floral motif.
Yellow ware
Yellow ware exhibits two attributes:
(1) a highly fired, relatively thick, buff
earthenware paste and (2) a transparent lead glaze. In the Narbonne house collection
most vessels are mustard yellow in color.
Ramsay (1939) and Ketchum (1978) indicate that yellow ware is a utilitarian
earthenware that was manufactured in the United States from the 1830s to the 1930s,
and in England from the 1840s to the 1900s.
Food preparation vessels (e.g., mixing bowls) are the most frequently found vessel type
in this category. However, other kinds of vessel types also exist. For example, a
flowerpot with an annular and applied relief decoration, handpainted a royal blue, is
present in the Narbonne house collection.
Rockingham
Rockingham exhibits three attributes: (1) a highly vitrified buff earthenware paste, (2)
a glossy brown, often mottled exterior glaze, and (3) clear yellow interior glaze.
Vessels identified as "mottled ware" (Boger 1971) on the original cataloger's artifact
inventory record sheets are included in this category.
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Rockingham was first manufactured in Swinton, England, on property owned by the
Marquis of Rockingham during the late eighteenth century. Great quantities of this
typical and popular tableware of the nineteenth century were produced in America from
1840 to 1860. The Rockingham assemblage in the Narbonne house collection consists of
molded teapots with raised relief and sometimes impressed inscriptions (e.g.,
'REBECCA AT THE WELL,' a reference to a pattern ca. 1851 designed by Charles
Coxon of William and Edwin Bennett pottery in Baltimore).

II. Stoneware
Stonewares are highly fired ceramics with a hard, vitreous, nonabsorbent paste. As
Webster notes (1971:40), unlike the red earthenwares, stoneware needs to be fired at a
temperature of approximately 2300° F. to become highly vitrified. The color and
surface texture of stoneware is quite variable and primarily is dependent on clay
composition and color, kiln firing conditions, and the kinds and amounts of glaze that
are applied to the vessel's surface (Stewart and Cosentino 1977:21).
beUarmine/frenchen. these stonewares exhibit (1) a thick gray stoneware paste and (2)
a light-to-golden brown mottled salt-glazed exterior surface that results from the
application of an iron oxide slip. These stonewares, often referred to as Rhenish
stonewares, were manufactured in and around Frenchen beginning in 1550 and
continuing through the first quarter of the eighteenth century (Noel Hume 1967,
1976:57). Several fragments in the Narbonne house collection exhibit the characteristic
ornamental relief design of a bearded human face, which is specifically identifiable as a
"bellarmine" bottle (Noel Hume 1976:55-57).
westerwald/raeren. two attributes are used to identify these ceramics: (1) a gray
stoneware paste and (2) an elaborate stamped, incised, and/or sprig molded surface
decoration with cobalt blue and/or manganese purple glaze.
Noel Hume (1976:280) suggests that the first gray and blue stonewares were
manufactured in the area of Raeren, Germany, ca. 1590 and are distinguishable from
the westerwald decorative style. While the former exhibits ornamental friezes, the
latter displays "elaborate floral and geometric designs achieved in a combination of
extremely thin sprig molding and a multiplicity of combed lines" (Noel Hume 1976:280).
Although production of westerwald is generally believed to have continued until 1775, it
has been suggested that Rhenish stonewares became less popular in England and
America in the 1760s (Noel Hume 1976:283).
Manganese purple rather than blue westerwald geometric and floral designs are less
common in the Narbonne house collection. Noel Hume (1976:281) suggests that purple
was used "as early as the 1660s though it did not become common until the last quarter
of the century." Of particular note in the Narbonne house collection is a nearly whole
gray and blue globular jug with a stamped and incised decoration around a central
medallion bearing the "GR" cipher of either George I (1714-27) or George II (1727-60).
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white salt-glazed stoneware, these stonewares exhibit: (1) a thin fine-grained white
stoneware paste and (2) a white salt-glazed surface. White salt-glazed stonewares are
separated into two groups: plain and molded varieties, and handpainted blue and incised
varieties.
The production of white salt-glazed stonewares in a "plethora of factories from
Devonshire to London and London to Glascow" occurred between 1720 to 1805 (Noel
Hume 1978b:27; Mountford 1971, 1973). The rising popularity of creamware, however,
forced a decline in the production ca. 1775 (Mountford 1973:214). While popular, "this
ware was competitive in price to pewter and superior to the wood and earthenwares
traditionally used in English and Colonial households" (Moran et al. 1982:116).
Noel Hume (1978b:16) suggests that white salt-glazed stoneware was one of the
eighteenth century's most significant ceramic advances "not only because it marked the
advent of a new body, but because it brought along with it a new design capability that
was subsequently reflected in other wares."
A variety of tableware forms (e.g., teabowls or cups, saucers, tankards, and plates) are
represented in the Narbonne house collection. It is of interest to note that several
plates exhibit elaborate molded in relief rim designs (e.g., the dot, diaper, basket
pattern, a decorative technique dating to the 1740s).
scratch blue/debased scratch blue, these ceramics exhibit the following attributes: (1)
a thin white stoneware paste, (2) a white salt-glazed exterior, and (3) a handpainted
cobalt blue design over an incised decoration. With the former, the blue glaze only is
present within the incised lines (Noel Hume 1976:117). With the latter, the excess
cobalt that spills outside of the incised lines is left remaining. South (1971:72) dates
these wares ca. 1744 to 1775 and ca. 1765 to 1795 respectively.
English brown stoneware, two attributes are used to identify this ware: (1) a thin,
dense, hard gray stoneware paste and (2) a fine brown salt-glazed surface. These
attributes characterize a variety of stonewares produced in England throughout the
eighteenth century (Noel Hume 1976:112).
Included in this category are both Nottingham stonewares and other brown stonewares
produced in Burslem, Staffordshire, Derbyshire, and Swinton (Noel Hume 1976:114). In
contrast to the other brown stonewares, Nottingham ceramic vessels and sherds exhibit
a lusterous brown glaze and have a distinctive thin white line that separates the glaze
from the paste.
In general, production of the English brown stonewares first occurred in Nottingham,
England in the 1700s by James Morley (Lewis 1969:55). Tankards are the most common
vessel form and incised bands often decorate their exteriors.
utilitarian imported stoneware, three attributes are used to identify this ware: (1) a
hard, nonabsorbent, vitreous stoneware paste, (2) a salt-glazed exterior, and (3) the
absence of an Albany slip in the vessel's interior surface. Four English and one German
"Toneware varieties exist in this category.
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The first English stoneware variety exhibits three attributes: (1) a thin gray stoneware
paste, (2) a gray salt-glazed exterior, and (3) a coggled or incised surface decoration.
Moran et al. (1982) suggest that this variety was produced ca. 1735 to 1765, preceding
or concurrent with white salt-glazed stoneware. Tablewares rather than storage or food
preparation vessels probably are the vessel forms represented.
The second English stoneware is identified by: (1) a relatively thick gray stoneware
paste, and (2) a dark brown salt-glazed exterior. These specimens most likely represent
cylindrical ink or shoe blacking bottles manufactured ca. 1820 to 1900 (Noel Hume
1976:78-79, Webster 1971:27).
The third stoneware variety has a relatively thick buff stoneware paste and a white or
buff salt-glazed interior and/or exterior surface. Ginger beer or ale was often the
contents of these vessels (Noel Hume 1976:79).
The fourth English stoneware is freckled in appearance, and is often misidentified as
"tigerware." In an attempt to imitate German Bellarmine-type vessels, these buffbodied products, popular in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, were dipped in a
dark brown slip before salt-glazing. The result is an extremely freckled dark brown
surface. Watkins (1950:185) notes that although these wares were produced in England
and parts of North America, they were never primary products of the latter. It should
be noted, however, that the domestic utilitarian stoneware assemblage in the Narbonne
house collection does contain local varieties of "tigerware" which exhibit an Albany slip.
The German stoneware variety exhibits: (1) a relatively thin buff stoneware paste, and
(2) an orange salt-glazed exterior. These stonewares probably represent mineral water
bottles (Munsey 1970:135).
utilitarian domestic stoneware, three attributes are used to define this ware: (1) an
Albany slip, (2) a vitreous stoneware paste, and (3) a salt-glazed vessel exterior.
Albany slip is a wash that only appears on a vessel's interior surface. Although it varies
in color from a medium brown to black, it most frequently appears as a dark metallic
brown. This color variability is the result of differences in clays found along the Hudson
River near Albany, New York, and/or whether the slip was applied before or after firing
(Webster 1971:40). Both Webster (1971:40) and Watkins (1950:11) indicate that Albany
slip appears on all North American stoneware after 1800.
The forms represented in the Narbonne house collection are restricted to large
utilitarian food and beverage storage vessels (e.g., jugs and crocks). Of particular
interest are two jugs with stamped legends. One jug is dated and exhibits its probable
place of manufacture (i.e., Boston 1804). The other jug has a decorative heart motif
with the stamped inscription "CHARLESTOWN." This vessel can be attributed to
Frederick Carpenter, and dates ca. 1801-1812 (Watkins 1950:83,84, Figure 95). In
addition to these jugs, a number of the utilitarian domestic stonewares exhibit elaborate
handpainted cobalt blue decoration in a free and bold style of ornamentation. Watkins
(1966:19) suggests that this style of ornamentation appears after the first quarter of the
nineteenth century.
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dry-bodied stoneware.
these wares are characterized by their thin fine-grained
stoneware paste and, in general, lack of glaze.
In the Narbonne house collection, three different colored dry-bodied stonewares exist:
black, red, and light brown. These three represent the rarest teawares on North
American sites.
Black dry-bodied stoneware was produced in England ca. 1740-1820 (Noel Hume
1976:121-123) by Josiah Wedgwood ("black basaltes") and other potters including John
Astbury. In general, historic archeologists have assumed that the presence of black drybodied stonewares on sites is indicative of high socio-economic status. Moran et al.
(1982:120), however, question this assumption by suggesting that
...consideration should also be given to the role of maritime
connections in the possession of these wares, as this variable
links together the occupants of the various New England sites in
which "Black Basalt" sherds have been found.
Red dry-bodied stoneware, manufactured by the thrown and lathed technique, was
produced ca. 1690 to 1775 (Noel Hume 1976:121-122). Other names for this stoneware
include "rosso antico," manufactured by both Josiah Wedgwood and John and Philip
Elers. Lewis (1969:53) indicates that decoration was often applied "as a dab of clay
which was then pressed with a metal die...." The Narbonne house collection includes a
whole teapot with a sprigged pattern and a pseudo-Chinese base stamp.
The third stoneware variety exhibits: (1) a thinly potted, light brown, fine-grained
stoneware paste and (2) a randomly applied surface pattern composed of brown, glossy
lead-glazed globules. As Moran et al. (1982:125) note, the precise date and place of
manufacture is presently unknown.
other stoneware, ceramics that are included in this category exhibit the following
attributes: (1) a hard, vitreous stoneware paste, (2) a glazed vessel exterior, (3) the
absence of an Albany slip interior wash, and (4) they cannot be identified as one of the
other stoneware varieties.
Included in this category are wheel-thrown gray and buff-bodied vessels which generally
exhibit a salt-glazed surface.
Most, if not all, of the other stonewares are believed to be New England products
predating 1800. This inference is based on Watkins' (1966:11) observation that "New
England stoneware is light grey or buff in color and appears to be generally thicker
than imported utilitarian stonewares.
m. Porcelain
Two attributes characterize porcelain:
paste, and (2) a glossy surface glaze.

(1) an extremely vitreous, translucent white
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All porcelain was recorded in a single category because of time constraints, although
much of the porcelain in the Narbonne house collection consists of Chinese varieties
that post-date 1784 (Mudge 1963). English porcelain is also present in the collection.
While Noel Hume (1976:257) suggests that porcelain was a fairly expensive tableware in
the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, Tindall (Gordon 1975:162) notes that
after the American Revolution, porcelain arriving in the United States was more
accessible, especially that from Canton.
Porcelain in the Narbonne house collection primarily consists of individual teawares and
matched tea sets. Included in this collection is underglaze blue-on-white and overglaze
polychrome handpainted porcelain.
The first predominates and includes Canton
porcelain, a ware common in the first thirty years of the nineteenth century (Noel
Hume 1976:262).
The Narbonne house collection includes porcelain with the following border patterns:
(1) Canton (sensu Holmes 1975:157), (2) Nanking (sensu Holmes 1975:157), (3) Fitzhugh
(sensu Gordon 1979:117), and (4) other less identifiable border patterns including floral
designs.
A large portion of the identifiable central motifs are associated with these border
patterns in the willow design (sensu Holmes 1975:157).
The overglaze handpainted porcelains occur less frequently in the Narbonne house
collection. These wares exhibit three different designs.
The first is simple, fluctuating colored (e.g., black, red, or blue enamel, as well as
gilding) strands on rim borders and floral motifs. These most probably are Chinese,
made for the European market during the second half of the seventeenth century (Noel
Hume 1976:259).
The second is the "rouge de fer decoration," a reddish-brown color found on much
eighteenth-century ware (Gordon 1979:11).
The third design is a wide gold band that appears on the rim of soft-paste porcelain
vessels.
Although Noel Hume (1976:137) suggests English porcelains were often deorated with
transfer prints in underglaze blue, no such vessels were encountered in the Narbonne
coUection.
Tobacco Pipes
Two categories comprise this artifact class: (1) pipe stems and (2) pipe bowls. Items
having both stem and bowl are recorded in the pipe bowl category. While kaolin pipes
predominate, several red earthenware pipes exist in the Narbonne house collection.
Because of time restrictions, bore diameters were not measured.
Glass
The glass fragments are classified into one of five functional categories: (1) bottle, (2)
flat, (3) curved, (4) drinking, and (5) miscellaneous.
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bottle. bottle fragments and bottles less than three-fourths complete were recorded in
this category. Bottles which were at least three-fourths complete are recorded in the
item-based glass vessel catalog (Appendix C).
flat, this category is used to record window glass.
drinking, only beverage glass fragments are recorded in this category.
curved, this category is used to record curved glass fragments whose vessel function is
indeterminate.
miscellaneous, this category is used to record glass fragments whose vessels' form or
function is known, but because of their small number, do not warrant a separate
category.
Metal
All metal artifacts are classified into one of 31 categories. Each category reflects both
raw material and functional considerations. Eight raw material types are used: iron,
brass, lead, silver, tin, copper, aluminum, and steel. Metal alloys, metal fragments too
deteriorated to be specifically identified through visual means, and metal items too few
in number to warrant a separate category were classified in the miscellaneous category.
Miscellaneous Categories
The purpose of this section is to provide definitions for only those miscellaneous and
unidentifiable artifact categories where the potential for uncertainty or ambiguity may
exist. Recall that the reason for presenting these categories together is for quick
referencing.
miscellaneous personal. this category includes a variety of personal possessions
associated with dressing and grooming (e.g., toothbrushes, wigcurlers, cosmetic
containers, corset stays), sewing and knitting (e.g., needles, thimbles), writing (e.g.,
paper clips, staples), reading (e.g., newspaper), and ritual (e.g., medallions) activities.
In addition, other personal possessions such as raingear (e.g., umbrella parts) and jewelry
(e.g., watch case) also are recorded in this category.
miscellaneous household/domestic, this category is used to record a variety of objects
used in the decoration and maintenance of a house (e.g., drapery hooks, oil lamp parts,
picture hanger hooks).
miscellaneous building materials, this category was used to record builder's hardware
items too few in number to warrant a separate category.
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miscellaneous electrical parts, this category includes objects which once functioned in
electrical contexts (e.g., insulated wire, antennas, car lighters and carbon battery rods).
miscellaneous mechanical, this category is used to record items that were part of
specific mechanical devices (e.g., bicycle parts, springs).
miscellaneous foodstuffs.
this category includes the remnants of edible vegetal
material (e.g., plum and peach pits).

Shell
The shellfish remains are divided by species and counted by level in each SAMA
archeological collection. A very large percentage of shells has complete or nearcomplete valve halves with hinges or are gastropods. Since all right and left halves of
bivalve species are individually counted regardless of hinge identification, the numbers
recorded are greater than the actual number of individuals. The relationship of shell
weight to body size is not straightforward nor is weight consistent for all individuals of
all species; therefore, weight counts were not obtained. Shellfish in the Narbonne house
collection are predominantly species that were locally obtained.
The following
categories of shellfish represent those which occur most frequently. Jacobson and
Emerson (1971), Morris (1973), and Sabelli (1979) were consulted for some taxonomic
identifications, habitat and general description.
soft shell (Mya arenaria). Soft shell is identifiable by the following characteristics: (1)
a thin, oval-shaped shell with concentric growth lines; (2) chondrophore projects from
left valve, (3) no teeth on shell edge, and (4) chalky white exterior.
hard shell (Mercenaria mercenaria). This species is characterized by the following
attributes: (1) a thick, solid well-inflated shell with numerous closely-spaced concentric
lines, (2) the hinge portions are elevated and placed forward, (3) teeth occur along the
shell edge, (4) dull gray exterior, and (5) a white interior frequently with a dark violet
border.
blue mussel (Mytilus edulis). Blue mussel is classified by: (1) an elongated triangular
shell with pointed beaks at the extreme end, (2) no hinge, (3) a shiny blue-black exterior,
and (4) white interior with a violet margin.
oyster (Crassostrea virginica). The following characteristics identify oysters: (1) thick
robust shell, (2) narrow, elongated shell gradually widening and moderately curved, (3)
grayish-white exterior, and (4) white interior.
scallop (Argopecten irradians). The diagnostic attributes used to identify scallop are:
(1) round, well-inflated shell with a flat hinge flaring outward, (2) the exterior is
covered by 17 to 20 wide, rounded, radiating ribs, (3) the upper valve is grayish brown,
and (4) the lower valve is white.
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miscellaneous shell. Shellfish having a lower frequency of occurrence but identifiable
(predominantly gastropods), are recorded in this category. They include: (1) Whelk
(Busycon canaliculatum), (2) Knobbed Whelk (Busycon carica), (3) Slipper Shell
(Crepidula fornicata), (4) Mud-dog Whelk (Nassarius obsoletus), (5) Moon Snail (Polinices
heros), (6T Oyster Drill (Urosalpinx cinerea), (7) Incised Zonite Snail (Retinella sp.), and
(8) Wentletrap (Epitonium sp.).
unidentifiable shell. Shell fragments not exhibiting the above attributes are cataloged
as unidentifiable.

Bone
Because of time constraints, bone was counted but not weighed or separated by species.
More detailed information about the bone is available elsewhere (Moran et al. 1982:269306).
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CHAPTER IV
DATA PROBLEMS
The purpose of this chapter is to present both the general and specific data problems
inherent in the three archeological collections at SAMA. When appropriate, potential
solutions to problems are suggested.
Narbonne House
Two site-wide provenience problems exist with the Narbonne house archeological
collection. These problems are discussed in greater detail for each operation in the
sections that follow.
First, inter-operation artifact comparisons may not be possible in several areas of the
site because it is often difficult to correlate stratigraphic levels among operations.
This is due to (1) the lack of consistent terminology for soil descriptions both among
suboperations and between operations, (2) the lumping of artifacts from several distinct
stratigraphic levels into one level within a suboperation, (3) the lack of specific spatial
provenience information for artifacts, and (4) missing artifacts within suboperations.
Although problems 1 through 3 may not be resolvable, problem 4 can be corrected, or at
least its effect quantitatively assessed. This can be done by comparing the artifact
counts made by the SACMP with the counts recorded on the original cataloger's artifact
inventory records (often entitled "Plimoth Plantation Archeological Laboratory Bag Lot
Inventory" or "Brown University: Public Archeological Laboratory") to determine how
much or what percentage of the artifacts presently are missing. Although a detailed
quantitative assessment of this problem was not completed due to time constraints, two
tentative site-wide trends are apparent.
First, with the exception of operations 8 and 9, all have missing artifacts. The precise
number and types of artifacts missing per operation and suboperation were not
calculated.
Second, because most features were excavated as single units rather than in natural or
arbitrary levels, it is not possible to determine whether the refuse in these features are
the result of single or multiple dumping episodes. In some instances, it is also difficult
to determine the exact provenience units in which a particular feature was uncovered
because there are inconsistencies between the provenience units listed on the original
cataloger's artifact inventory records and the provenience units listed in the key of the
final site map (Moran et al. 1982:13).
Part of the difficulty in resolving these inconsistencies stems from the fact that on the
final site map, features from the entire site were renumbered from 1-N. The map key
does not list all of the new feature numbers that are present on the map nor does it list
all of the original provenience units from which the feature was excavated. The key
also does not correlate all of the new feature numbers with the original feature
numbers. In addition it should be noted that not all features that were uncovered during
excavation were placed on the map or given new feature numbers. Appendix F provides
a list of these. Operation-specific problems will now be presented.
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Figure 3 .

Suboperation Plan, Narbonne House Site.

Excavation Units and Boundaries Approximate.
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Operation 1
Operation 1 (Figure 3) refers to the surface beneath the ell floor boards. Five test pits,
designated suboperations A, C, E, K, and M, were excavated in 1973 (Moran et al.
1982:8-18). Although it is uncertain whether the levels within these pits were defined
according to natural or arbitrary criteria, most artifacts can be associated with their
respective levels.
There is a substantial number of artifacts missing from operation 1. This was
determined by comparing the SACMP artifact counts with those recorded on the
original artifact inventory records. All artifact classes (e.g., ceramics, metal, bone,
shell) have missing artifacts.

Operation 2
A considerable portion of the backyard (Figure 3) was excavated in 1973 and 1975. This
area was designated operation 2 (Moran et al. 1982:9,33). A total of 14 suboperations
were excavated. Approximately 62 features (a number of which are postholes), one
dairy, and an enormous amount of sheet refuse was encountered. The Emmons hoard
and the Moran hoard were uncovered in this operation. One cannot be certain whether
intra-operation artifact comparisons are possible without further detailed study of the
following problems.
First, the original artifact inventory records indicate that the excavators dug and
bagged artifacts within each suboperation according to three levels: (1) sod, (2) dark
brown loam, and (3) yellow subsoil. Artifacts that were labelled, were labelled
according to these three levels. Existing feature records, however, indicate that these
levels greatly oversimplify and in some instances distort the actual stratigraphic
complexity in operation 2. For example, soil profiles in suboperation K show no less
than seven natural and/or cultural levels where artifacts were recovered. Yet the
artifact bags (artifacts in this case are unlabelled) and the original artifact inventory
records are labelled according to only three levels. This seems to indicate that
artifacts recovered in levels 3 through 7 were combined and recorded as level 3.
Justification for assuming that levels 3 through 7 represent one temporarily distinct
depositional episode is not given. Because the artifacts cannot be identified according
to these levels, future evaluation of this assumption through such techniques as crossmending does not seem possible. In addition, one bag of artifacts was labelled 1E2KF2*.
The asterisk refers to artifacts recovered in level 2 of Feature 2. Feature numbers 12
and 13 were assigned by SACMP to a trash pit and the south builders dairy trench
respectively in suboperation H. This was done because artifacts from both of these
features were initially assigned the same provenience designation (2-J8H-00F-00).
Finally, artifacts from 17 different suboperations are missing. Unfortunately, the exact
number of missing artifacts was not calculated.
Second, a large number of artifacts recovered from different stratigraphic levels or
areas within operation 2 have the same provenience designation. For example, the
original artifact inventory records indicate that artifacts labelled 1E2D2 could have
been recovered from one or more of seven levels, or from the following areas: clean-up
of trash pit in NW corner, clean-up, bulk removal, east bulk removal, brown loam to
subsoil, brown loam beneath sod, brown loam to yellow subsoil.
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Third, in almost every instance, features were recorded and bagged as one unit.
Consequently, as noted previously, it is not possible to determine if the refuse
recovered from these features are the result of single or multiple dumping episodes.
And fourth, approximately twelve bags of artifacts from suboperations G, K, M, and N
have a subscript number 1 or 2 directly following a feature (e.g., 1E2NF-.) or a level
(e.g., 1E2N1.) number. No information exists for determining whether these numbers
refer to stratigraphic or spatial units.

Operation 3
Excavated in 1973, operation 3 is the area contiguous with and immediately to the right
of the lean-to (Moran et al. 1982:8,18). Eight suboperations were excavated. Five
features were encountered and the cobblestone driveway was uncovered. Intraoperation artifact comparisons do seem possible, but only after the following problems
are carefully considered, quantitatively assessed, and their effects evaluated.
First, in several instances the artifact inventory records record four or five different
soil descriptions for the same provenience unit. For example, there were six bags of
artifacts, each identically labelled 1E3B3. Each of the six original artifact inventory
record sheets labelled 1E3B3 had a different description of where they were retrieved:
brown fill above cobbles, brown loam beneath gravel ash, cleaning to cobblestone,
clean-up, brown loam beneath gravel. One record sheet had no description at all.
Because of the above, it is not possible to associate particular bags of artifacts with
particular artifact inventory record sheets.
Second, a review of the original artifact inventory records indicates that the ceramics
from 1E3E3 and 1E3E„ were combined. Therefore, it is not possible to determine the
number of ceramics recovered from each of these units.
Third, like operations 1 and 2 there are a number of artifacts missing from all artifact
categories within operation 3. In some instances, there are artifacts but no associated
artifact inventory record sheets.
Fourth, twenty-four bags from suboperations D, E, G, H, and K have a subscript number
1, 2, 3, or 4 directly succeeding the last digit of the provenience designations. As noted
in operation 2 it is uncertain whether these subscripts refer to stratigraphic or spatial
units.
Before concluding this section, several other issues need to be mentioned briefly. First,
several artifacts had two different provenience designations. For example, a 1781
Spanish coin (found in a bag labelled 3D21) was listed on two different artifact
inventory record sheets: 1E3D2 and 1E3D3. However, because both the kinds and
number of artifacts found in the bags could be matched to the 1E3D2 inventory sheet, it
is recorded in this provenience unit.
Second, a note on the 1E3C7 artifact record inventory sheet suggested that a feature
number be assigned to the artifacts. The SACMP assigned the number 2 to this
material.
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Operation 4
Operation 4, excavated in 1974, consists of three units located between the ell and the
brick walk. As Moran et al. (1982:8) has noted, the purpose of the excavations in this
area was to investigate the builders' trenches. Four suboperations were excavated: A,
B, C, and G. Seven areas within operation 4 were designated as features.
Although intra-suboperation artifact comparisons within operation 4 do seem possible,
two problems need to be noted. First, the SACMP determined that a large percentage
of the glass and metal artifacts are missing; almost all of the bone is missing. Second,
three separate bags of artifacts have the same provenience designation, 1E4C1.
Although the original artifact inventory record sheets have three different provenience
descriptions for 4C1, it is not possible to determine which bag is from which
provenience. Consequently, all three bags of artifacts were combined and given the
designation 1E4C1.

Operation 5
In 1973, two test trenches were excavated and designated operation 5. One trench runs
north-south through the entire yard. The second trench runs east-west, bisecting the
above-mentioned trench (Moran et al. 1982:9). Eleven suboperations (A through M) were
excavated and two features were exposed. The Moran hoard (1E5AF1 and 1E5A1A) was
one of the these features.
Intra- and inter-operation artifact comparisons may be a problem for the following
reasons. First, with the exception of suboperation A, artifacts from all test trench
levels within a suboperation were combined and recorded as one level by the original
catalogers. Attempts by the SACMP to associate particular bags of artifacts with their
respective levels were unsuccessful.
Second, there are both missing artifacts and a considerable amount of inconsistencies
between the number of artifacts cataloged by the SACMP and the amounts recorded on
the original artifact inventory records. For example, less than 200 of the 700 nails
recovered from 1E5AF1A are present. In addition to these problems, there were several
large bags of glass fragments without suboperation or level designations. This glass is
recorded as general operation 5 (5-00-000-00) material.
Before concluding this section, one additional piece of information needs mentioning.
Several bags of artifacts and associated artifact inventory records for trench areas 90'100' and 100'-110' were both labelled 1E5L2. The bag and artifact inventory record
sheet for the latter area (i.e., 100'-110') appears to have been mislabelled because it is
not consistent with operation 5's recording system which assigns a new letter every 10'
of the trench. The SACMP, therefore assigned the letter M to the latter area.
Also, it should be noted that material recovered from a posthole was recorded by the
excavators as 1E5B1. This is mentioned so that the reader can note this exception to
the general rule of recording postholes by either assigning them a feature or "P"
number.
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Operation 6
Operation 6, excavated in 1974, consists of two suboperations located along the west
property line of the Narbonne house (Moran et al. 1982:11). Eight features, one of
which is the Turner hoard (an 1805 trashpit designated 1E6AF4 and 1E6BF4), were
uncovered. Intra-operation artifact comparisons do seem possible but only after the
following problems are resolved or at least their effects evaluated.
First, in several instances (e.g., 1E6BF2 and 1E6BF5) all artifacts from a feature were
recorded as one unit. As noted before, it is not possible to determine if the refuse in
these features are the result of single or multiple dumping episodes.
Second, it appears that there are ceramics, bone, and metal missing from a number of
suboperations. In addition, there were approximately twenty artifact bags (and
associated artifact record inventory sheets) that had no suboperation, level, or feature
provenience information. Artifacts from these bags are coded as general operation 6
material, 6-00-000-00.

Operation 8
The soil beneath the lean-to floorboards that was removed by the building contractors in
1973 was designated operation 8. Moran et al. (1982:9,13-14) note that suboperation and
level designations were assigned to fifteen backdirt piles. Intra-operation artifact
comparisons do not seem possible because of the poor spatial and stratigraphic controls
kept by the contractors.

Operation 9
Operation 9 refers to the eastern most area of the Narbonne house property line
excavated in 1975 (Moran et al. 1982:6). A total of 17 suboperations were dug and nine
features and/or postholes were exposed. Intra-operation artifacts comparisons are
possible and no major data problems were detected by the SACMP.

No Provenience
Eleven bags of artifacts, and associated artifact inventory record sheets, were given the
designation of no provenience (NP) by the excavators. Actually, the term "no
provenience" is somewhat a misnomer because in many instances the location from
which the artifacts were recovered, albeit general, is known. For example, most
artifact inventory record sheets were given letter designations such as "R," "W," "V,"
etc. These letters seem to refer to general spatial areas within the Narbonne site. No
intra-operation artifact comparisons, either spatial or stratigraphic, can be done with
these artifacts.
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Cross Trench
Several bags of artifacts are labelled CT or cross trench. This material is known to
have been recovered from the east-west trench that cross-cut the north-south trench,
operation 5 (Moran et al. 1982:9). Unfortunately, the exact spatial or stratigraphic
provenience unit where these materials were recovered is not known.

Unprovenienced
Several large boxes, marked "Narbonne," contain unlabelled artifacts. Unfortunately,
the precise spatial and stratigraphic location of this material is uncertain.

Central Wharf
As noted in Chapter n, Central Wharf was investigated in 1973 by Moran (1974, 1975;
Wilson and Moran 1980) and in 1975 by Horvath (1976; Wilson and Moran 1980).
Although one of Horvath's purposes was to "expand on the data obtained by Moran in
1973" (Wilson and Moran 1980:188), Horvath used a different artifact recording system
thereby making correlation between his and Moran's system difficult. Recall that three
systems were used in the excavation of Central Wharf: (1) the operation-based system
used by Moran et al. (1982) in the excavation of the Narbonne house, (2) a horizontal
provenience-based system (i.e., Wharf #1-11), and (3) the CW#1-41 system used by
Horvath (1976).
Stratigraphic information is limited in both Moran's and Horvath's system, restricting
both inter- and intra-site comparative analyses. The stratigraphic problems are not
easily resolvable because there are few fieldnotes; those that do exist appear to be
incomplete.
Many of the artifacts noted and illustrated in Wilson and Moran (1980:181-182) do not
exist at SAMA. In fact, none of the artifacts recovered at Central Wharf using Moran
et al.'s (1982) system exist at SAMA. In addition, the artifact record inventory sheets
for the artifacts recovered by Horvath (1976) do not list all of the complete bottle glass
vessels.

Derby House
The only problem that needs mentioning is the fact that no stratigraphic information
exists for the Derby House materials for reasons previously described.
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CHAPTER V
FINAL REMARKS

Inherent in every project are problems, weaknesses, or ambiguities. The SACMP is no
exception. In retrospect, two problems exist. As of this writing, these problems have
been corrected in subsequent Archeological Collections Management Projects (e.g.,
Great Island Tavern site).
The first problem involves the choice and definition of the artifact catalog categories.
For instance, in the SACMP artifact catalog it is apparent that certain ceramic
categories are missing; others are misleading and/or inadequate. Both North Devon
Gravel-Tempered and Mottled Ware categories, for example, need to be included in the
ceramic section because they are distinctive late seventeenth or early eighteenth
century wares. In addition, the term "edge-decorated" used in both the cream ware and
pearlware categories is used too restrictively; recall that only plates are recorded in the
edge-decorated categories. It is now felt that all forms of edge-decorated vessels
should be recorded in this category because all forms of edge-decorated ceramics
correspond to the same well-documented time range (Noel Hume 1976). The edgedecorated problem was corrected in the cataloging of Central Wharf and Derby house
artifacts.
The second problem concerns the design and organization of the SACMP proveniencebased artifact catalog. To facilitate easier, more rapid data entry, it is suggested that
a catalog be designed so that all artifacts from a single provenience unit be recorded on
a series of cataloging pages as opposed to lines. In addition, each artifact class should
be organized in a matrix format so that several artifact attributes (e.g., form, function,
raw material, manufacturing technique) can be recorded simultaneously (e.g., the Great
Island Tavern Site Artifact Catalog).
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